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FROM RELATIVE TO ABSOLUTE: THE RADIOMETRIC 
DATING OF MUREŞ CULTURE CERAMICS AT  

PECICA-ŞANŢUL MARE 
 
 

Amy Nicodemus*, John M. O’Shea** 
 
 

* Museum of Anthropological Archaeology, University of Michigan, USA; ajnico@umich.edu 
** Museum of Anthropological Archaeology, University of Michigan, USA; joshea@umich.edu 
 
 
Rezumat. De la prima sa săpătură din secolul al XIX-lea, aşezarea de la Pecica-Şanţul Mare 
a jucat un rol central în înţelegerea Epocii Bronzului în Bazinul Carpatic. Nu numai că a repre-
zentat definiţia de bază a culturii Mureş (Periam–Pecia), dar depozitele dense de stratigrafie 
au oferit un reper cronologic în datarea aşezărilor şi cimitirelor de epocă de bronz din întrea-
ga regiune. Noi săpături au scos la iveală o întreagă perioadă de 500 de ani de epocă de bronz, 
atât cât a durat aşezarea de la Pecica, de la formarea aşezării, în jurul anului 2000 îHr, până 
la abandonarea acestei, chiar înainte de 1500 îHr. Tehnicile sistematice de săpătură şi amplele 
datări radiometrice au permis documentarea istorică a aşezării într-un detaliu fără precedent. 
Acesta include realizarea unei cronologii de mare precizie, care oferă date absolute despre 
ceramica culturii Mureş.  
 
Cuvinte Cheie: Pecica-Şanţul Mare, cultura Mureş, epoca bronzului, ceramică, cronologie 
                           radiocarbon. 
 
 

The deeply stratified tell settlements of the Carpathian Basin have been a 
mainstay for dating the regional Bronze Age. The sequences from sites such as Tószeg- 
Laposhalom in eastern Hungary and Periam-Movila Şanţului in western Romania 
have figured in this role for more than a century. While dating on a continental scale 
has traditionally been anchored on bronze typologies, ceramics from these deeply 
stratified contexts permitted distinct local cultural complexes to be identified and 
dated. 

The potentials of radiocarbon dating have only slowly been realized by Bronze 
Age studies, but are now well established1. In general outline, the increasing corpus 
of calibrated carbon dates has tended to confirm the relative sequence of change within 
culture groups, but to shift their occurrences backward in time; sometimes by as much 
as 500–800 years. Carbon dating has also shown that many local ceramic styles, thought 
to represent distinctive chronological divisions between cultures, in fact represent con-
temporary cultural groups2. Yet the proliferation of radiocarbon dates does not obviate 

                                                      
1 Raczky et alii, 1992. 
2 for a parallel conclusion reached concerning Copper Age ceramics see Raczky et alii, 2013. 
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the role of stylistic change in ceramics for chronological assignment, particular in situ-
ations such as surface survey, where large assemblages and intact vessels are not avail-
able and direct carbon dating is not possible or practical. 

Pecica-Şanţul Mare and the nearby tell at Periam-Movila Şanţului were the 
targets of stratigraphic excavation by Roska Márton at the beginning of the twentieth 
century3 and the sequences from these two sites were used to establish and date the 
Perjámos Culture by Vere Gordon Childe4. Subsequent excavations, particularly a 
series of cemeteries on the lower Mureş (Maros)5 River6, have produced typologically 
similar ceramics which are now collectively referred to as the Mureş/Maros Group7 
or alternatively as the Szőreg Group8, and the Periam/Pecica culture9. Sites of the 
Mureş Group are found along the river Mureş and along the east bank of the river 
Tisza from its confluence with the Mureş near present day Szeged to the Danube.  

In traditional chronological terms the Mureş Group is seen as having its ori-
gins in the Early Bronze Age and continuing through the end of the Middle Bronze 
Age. As such the Mureş group is broadly contemporaneous with a range of Early and 
Middle Bronze Age cultural entities, including: Nagyrév/Vatya along the Danube River 
and in Trandanubia, Ottomány/Gyularvarsánd in the Körös region, Hatvan/Füzes-
abony in the northern Tisza, Iernut/Wietenberg in the upper Mureş and Gornea-Orleşti/ 
Vattina in northern Serbia (Fig. 1). 

Renewed excavations at Pecica-Şanţul Mare provide the opportunity to anchor 
the long sequence of ceramic change present at the site to a well-established absolute 
chronology based on carbon dates10 and site stratigraphy (Tab. 1)11. While the detailed 
analysis of the Pecica ceramics is ongoing, here the focus is on a series of major sty-
listic changes in the Bronze Age pottery which are likely to have chronological sig-
nificance throughout the eastern Carpathian Basin. 

1. The Pecica Ceramic Sequence 
Excavations at Pecica reveal three horizon markers which are broadly distri-

buted across the eastern Carpathian Basin (Fig. 2). The first marker relates to a major 
stylistic change in the fineware ceramics and the other two are observable on the exte-
rior of commonly occurring utilitarian wares. 

The first is the appearance of ‘baroque’ style fine ware ceramics. These ba-
roque style vessels are typically finely finished and have high arched handles and 
spouts in the ‘ansa lunata’ and ‘kantharos’ style and fall within the scope of ceramics  

                                                      
3 Roska, 1912, 1914. 
4 Childe, 1929, p. 219. 
5 “Mureş” in Romanian, “Maros” in Hungarian. 
6 Foltiny, 1941, 1942. 
7 Banner, 1931; Tasić, 1972; Girić, 1984; Soroceanu, 1991. 
8 Bona, 1975. 
9 Nestor, 1933. 
10 77 carbon samples have been dated. The radiocarbon dates were calibrated with OxCal 
ver. 4.2 (IntCal 13 curve) and site phase date ranges estiblished via Bayesean modelling.   
11 O’Shea et alii, 2005, 2006, 2011; Nicodemus et alii (forthcoming). 
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Fig. 1. Later Early and Middle Bronze Age culture groups and sites  

mentioned in text. 

 
Tab. 1. Bronze Age chronology at Pecica-Şanţul Mare. 

Pecica 
Period

Site 
Phase Date (cal. BC) 

Site 
Layers Structures

1 1615-1545 B1-3 Str. 0

2 1680-1615 C1-3 Str. 0, 1

3 1765-1680
C4-5/    
D0-2

Str. 2, 4, 10

4 1820-1765 D3, E1 Str. 3, 4

5a 1875-1820 E2-3 Str. 5-8

5b 1900-1875 E4-6 Str. 11, 14

6 1920-1900 E7-F Str. 15

Early 
Bronze Age

Initial 
Period

7 1950-1920 G-I Str. 12, 18, 19
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Fig. 2. Absolute dating of major ceramic horizon markers at Pecica. 
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classified by Bóna István12 as Szőreg 4 and 5. This style of ceramic has traditionally 
been held to represent a later Middle Bronze Age ceramic form. This assessment is 
largely borne out in the Pecica sequence. Baroque styles are first observed in Phase 5b 
and become increasingly common in Phase 5a (beginning c. 1875/1850 cal BC) and 
later, representing Pecica’s Florescent Period. There are relatively few examples of 
baroque forms in Phase 5b and, given the character of the deposit, these few occur-
rences may simply be sherds from later time periods that were mixed into the lower 
deposit. Similarly, no baroque style ceramics are associated with Structure 11, which 
is also attributed to Phase 5b. 

This chronological placement of the baroque style fine wares has several im-
portant implications. First, it confirms Bóna’s chronological assignment of the style 
into the later portion of the Mureş/Szőreg sequence, and likewise confirms the later 
chronological assignment of Maros burials containing baroque ceramics. Yet the Pecica 
sequence also underlines the fact that non-baroque style fine wares, sometimes with 
elaborate decoration, continue to be manufactured and used throughout the Maros 
sequence. A second important implication is that these ‘baroque’ styles appear through-
out the eastern Carpathian Basin at this time with regionally distinct patterns of exe-
cution and decoration. The regional scope of this development and the close associ-
ation of the elaborate baroque styles with Pecica’s period of florescence and emer-
gence as a major regional center seems particularly significant.  

The remaining two chronological trends noted in the Pecica ceramics concern 
differing surface treatments on the bodies of utilitarian ware vessels (Fig. 3). Utilita-
rian ceramics at Pecica include jars, bowls, jugs, pitchers, cup, and other items which 
relate to food cooking, preparation, and storage. Among these coarse ware vessels, 
three basic exterior treatments are observed. The exterior surface may be rusticated, 
combed, or smoothed over.  

A long recognized horizon marker for Early Bronze Age utility wares is a 
very coarse roughening of the exterior surface, which is termed ‘rustication’13 (Fig. 4). 
This treatment may extend all the way to the lip of the vessel, or a vessel may have a 
smoothed neck, and a heavily rusticated lower body. The treatment is common across 
a range of cultural entities associated with the Early Bronze Age, including neigh-
boring Makó, Somogyvár, Nyírség, Nagyrév, Hatvan, Gornea-Orleşti, and Iernut14, 
but is absent in Middle Bronze Age assemblages. 

Coarse rusticated ceramics are found exclusively in the Early Bronze Age 
portion of the Pecica sequence, corresponding to site Phase 7, spanning the initial 
Maros site occupation c. 1950–1920 cal. BC. However, attenuated varieties continue 
to be used into the first part of Phase 6, ending before 1900 cal. BC. 

In addition to true rusticated sherds, the Pecica sequence also reveals a se-
quence of utility ware ceramics that have an exterior surface treatment that is termed  

                                                      
12 Bóna, 1975, p. 94-95. 
13 Also called “broom-brushed” (Besenstrich) or “tree-bark” style. 
14 Cavruc, 1997; Ciugudean, 1997, 1998; Popa, 1998; Kulcsár, 2009. 
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Fig. 3. Rusticated and combed surface treatments on utilitarian wares.  

A–B: combed ware variants, C-F: rusticated ware variants.  

 
Fig. 4. Rusticated ware variations at Pecica. 
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‘combed’ (Fig. 5). Unlike rustication, where it appears that the drying, leather hard, 
ceramic is randomly roughened, combed surfaces appear to be created with a comb-
like tool which produced lighter and more organized striations on the ceramic surface. 
In some instances the surface was smoothed either before or after application of the 
combing. The use of a toothed or comb-like tool is not uncommon in the Bronze Age 
and, in differing facies is a common type of ornamentation on Bell Beaker vessels, 
and is similarly characteristic of one variety of Wietenberg A ceramics in Transylvania. 
Yet while comb ornamentation is widespread the particular varieties found at Pecica 
and other Mureş sites are distinctive. 

 
Fig. 5. Combed ware variations at Pecica. 

Combing, as a surface treatment at Pecica, tends to be less regular in its ori-
entation and to cover the majority of the vessel’s surface, often up to the vessel lip. 
The treatment is common throughout the Early Period of Pecica’s Bronze Age exis-
tence, and can be found in deposits associated with Phase 7 through Phase 5a, dating 
to c. 1950 to 1830 cal. BC. Combed wares co-occur with rusticated wares during the 
Early Bronze Age and, indeed, both types are observed in Structures 12, 18, and 19. 
Yet, unlike rusticated wares, combed wares continue into the Middle Bronze Age and 
in a few occasions are even found in association with baroque ceramics, as in Struc-
ture 8 and associated deposits.  

It seems likely that the role played by these surface treatments changed over 
time, with rustication initially performing a function in terms of the thermal properties 
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of the vessel, and gradually coming to serve more of a decorative or ornamental func-
tion on utility ware vessels. Rustication becomes lighter and attenuated towards the 
transition to the Middle Bronze Age15. A similar pattern of change is observed among 
vessels with combed surfaces, which trend from more general coverage to a more for-
mal pattern of decoration, particularly into regularly spaced, parallel sets of combed 
lines and curved/arched designs16. Later in the sequence, combing is also abandoned 
in favor of smoothed exterior surfaces for all utility ware vessels. 

2. Discussion 
While the origin of both rusticated and combed wares pre-dates the founding 

of Pecica-Şanţul Mare, its well-dated stratigraphic sequence for the later Early and 
Middle Bronze Age allows us to place the transition between three principal ceramic 
horizons within an absolute chronology. The use of all varieties of rustication is aban-
doned before 1900 cal BC, with coarse forms falling out of favor by c. 1920 cal BC.
 Combing is used along with rustication in site’s initial phases, but also conti-
nues to be employed (in lower frequencies) into the Middle Bronze Age (c. 1820/1800), 
well after rustication is lost. Importantly, baroque styles of finewares are introduced 
during the final combed ceramics, occurring regularly, albeit in low numbers, by c. 
1875–1850 cal. BC, and commonly after c. 1820 cal. BC. 

The sequence of occurrence of these three ceramic horizon markers – rusti-
cated, combed, and baroque – is replicated in a number of the known Mureş settle-
ments. The transition from rusticated to combed is repeated at the Early Bronze Age 
settlements of Kiszombor-Új Élet (c. 2700–2000 cal. BC), Semlac-Livada lui Onea, 
and Periam-Movila Şanţului; while none of these three settlements produced baroque 
ceramics. By contrast, at the predominantly Middle Bronze Age settlement of Klára-
falva-Hajdova large quantities of baroque ceramics are in evidence while no rusticated 
wares and only a small number of combed sherds are encountered. 

Since utility wares rarely occur in Maros funerary assemblages the rustica-
ted/combed transition cannot currently be evaluated in the cemeteries. However, in 
the one cemetery with carbon dates (the cemetery of Mokrin in northern Serbia17, the 
carbon dates (c. 2100–1830 cal. BC)18 are consistent with the earlier portion of the 
Pecica sequence and baroque style ceramics are absent. 

The results presented here suggest that during the Early and Middle Bronze 
Age a series of technological and stylistic attributes were widely shared across the 
eastern Carpathian Basin and that the pattern of change in these attributes can be fit 
to a precise chronological position. The linkage of these changes with precise absolute 

                                                      
15 The trend for rustication to become finer over time has been noted in Transylvanian Iernut 
assemblages by Horia Ciugudean (1997, p. 10) and Cristian I. Popa (1998, p. 85), who divide 
the sequence into early and late phases. The later phase is also characterized by the adoption 
of textile-impressed surface treatments, which is absent in the eastern Great Plain.   
16 Although not to the same degree as the elaborate combed meander or spiral/curvilinear forms 
characteristic of Wietenberg ceramics to the east. 
17 Girić, 1971. 
18 O’Shea, 1996, p. 37. 
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dates highlights the broad integration of ceramic production and distribution within 
the Basin, and hopefully also will provide a useful aid for the dating of sites and sur-
face collections across the region for which absolute dates are not otherwise possible. 
The fact that these attributes are chronologically synchronized and yet widely shared 
will also facilitate future regional comparisons between sites and site distributions. 
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